Course D10132

Scrum Essentials
•Practical and interactive introduction to Scrum
•Develop fundamental Scrum skills, vocabulary, and agile tech-

niques by practicing them
•No programming know-how required. Ideal also for marketing,

business analysts, testers and directors

Duration
2 days
Dates and Prices
www.zuhlke.com/D10132
Level
Beginner
Content
••Scrum workflow
••Scrum roles, responsibilities, events, timeboxes,

and artifacts
••Decomposing requirements into actionable

Backlog Items

Description
Scrum Teams succeed best with a solid foundation and this 2 day course prepares students to begin effectively using Scrum immediately. This course is
the perfect introduction to Scrum for anyone new to the framework. It introduces the Scrum process, its roles, events, timeboxes and artifacts. Useful agile best practices like planning releases, managing Product Backlog, and agile
estimation are elaborated. Common missteps like flexible timeboxes, unproductive retrospectives, ad-hoc work requests among many others are
addressed.
Instead of lengthy theory, the students will find themselves already after one
hour in their first Sprint. In combination with short blocks of theory, the foundation of Scrum is not just told, but understood and taken in.

••Working with a realistic Product Backlog
••Story maps
••Estimate efficiently and repeatedly
••Velocity, capacity and burndowns
••Maintain quality by using a Definition of Done
••Visual aids
••Longer-term planning with a vision
••When is Scrum applicable? When is it not?

Language
German or English (course material in English)
Delivery
The course can be delivered in any Zuhlke office
or a mutually agreed location.

This course lays the foundation of knowledge needed for other, more advanced training such as Professional Product Owner and Scrum Master.
Goals
Upon completion of this course, the participant has a sound knowledge of
Scrum. He is able to actively play his role in Scrum projects and to improve
the application of Scrum in the company.
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Participants
This course is appropriate not only for software developers, but for anyone
working on or with a Scrum Team. It is especially well suited to companies or
teams investigating Scrum, those who are currently struggling with Scrum, or
those beginning to utilize Scrum in their development environment.

